In this note we give a computable criterion for a piecewise expanding interval map T to be mixing, which at the same time not only establishes explicit bounds on the spectral gap of the associated Perron Frobenius operator acting on the space of functions of bounded variation, but establishes strict contraction rates for this operator. Of course such a result cannot be completely general, but our procedure covers a number of examples with inf jT 0 j > 2 and the bounds derived for them compare favourably with other estimates found in the literature.
In fact, the spectral radius of P is 1 and its essential spectral radius is bounded by (in most cases of interest it is in fact identical to ), see 7, 4, 1] for more details on this.
Suppose from now on that < 1, i.e. some iterate of T is uniformly expanding. Then T has an invariant probability measure d = h(x) dx, and is the unique mixing absolutely continuous invariant probability measure if and only if 1 is a simple eigenvalue of P and there are no further eigenvalues with modulus 1. It follows that, as an operator on BV , P has the spectral decomposition P n = + Q n (n 2 N) where is a one-dimensional projection, f = h R f(x) dx, and Q has spectral radius less than one. In particular, there are constants C > 0, 2 (0; 1) and S := var (h) such that
Work partially supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) for all f 2 BV and n 2 N. (Compare this to the standard estimate { valid without the mixing assumption { where j R f(x) dxj is replaced by R jf(x)j dx.) The drawback of this estimate is that the constant C is completely unaccessible from spectral theory and that also for it is in general di cult to nd e ective estimates. My main motivation to look for such explicit estimates on the contraction factor is some work in progress on coupled map lattices like in nite systems of locally coupled tent maps ortransformations. One step of the dynamics of such a system can be described by rst applying the \local" transformation to each coordinate separately and then applying a \global" map which is close to the identity on the in nite-dimensional phase space and which models a weak interaction between di erent coordinates. So there are two con icting tendencies how (conditional!) densities are transformed under these dynamics: Variation is reduced in the rst step, but it can be enlarged in the second one. In order to have good estimates on the combined e ect, it is important to understand, how exactly the \local" map reduces the variation in a single(!) step.
Preliminaries on variation
Let m denote one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For f : R ! R let
In many textbooks,Ṽ (f) as de ned here is called the essential variation of f.
In this note we shall be concerned with functions f de ned only on a bounded interval I and, 
The next task is to optimize this estimate in the following sense: Given a test function ' (which determines the function ) nd s and t such that k (x) ? sx ? tk 1 is minimized.
(7)
In order to simplify this problem we de ne piecewise constant functions and such that . For x 2 I k let (x) = (a k ) ?`kg k (a k ) ? sup jg k j ; (x) = (a k ) ?`kg k (a k ) + sup jg k j :
Observe also that
Here the particular function ' enters and only via the values of`k = ' k (T k a k ) (or of r k ).
Since ' can oscillate freely between ?1 and +1 (it should be interpreted as a smoothened version of sign(P f)), we loose nothing by minimizing instead of (7) ?('; s; t) := max k ( 
Remark 2 Instead evaluating (11){(13) any further, we go back to the de nition of ?('; s; t) in (10), which in the special case considered now is very accessible to a rather direct geometric treatment.
Maps with three branches We study the case N = 3 in full generality. Let 
